Micro-UAV Detection with a Low-Grazing Angle Millimeter Wave Radar
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Abstract—Millimeter wave radars are popularly used in last-mile radar-based defense systems. Detection of low-altitude airborne target using these radars at low-grazing angles is an important problem in the field of electronic warfare, which becomes challenging due to the significant effects of clutters in the terrain. This paper provides both experimental and analytical investigation of micro unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) detection in a rocky terrain using a low-grazing angle, surface-sited 24 GHz dual polarized frequency modulated continuous wave (FMCW) radar. The radar backscatter signal from the UAV is polluted by land clutters which is modeled using a uniform Weibull distribution. A constant false alarm rate (CFAR) detector which employs adaptive thresholding is designed to detect the UAV in the rich clutter background. In order to further enhance the discrimination of the UAV from the clutter, the micro-Doppler signature of the rotating propellers and bulk trajectory of the UAV are extracted and plotted in the time-frequency domain.

Index Terms—CFAR, low-grazing angle, micro-UAV detection, mmWave radar, Weibull clutter.

I. INTRODUCTION

Low-grazing angle targets like micro unmanned aerial vehicles (micro-UAVs) are difficult to detect using radars, making them a potential air defense threat. Traditional radar detection techniques using low frequency pulse radars are not effective in detecting micro-UAVs, since these targets have very small radar cross section (RCS) and they fly at low attitudes [1]. Recently, millimeter wave (mmWave) radar has been studied as a potential solution for the detection/tracking of micro-UAVs. This is because the high resolution property of these radars make them well suited for extracting the micro-Doppler signatures associated with UAVs. However, experimental and analytical studies have shown that at low grazing angles, the probability of detection of mmWave radars is degraded by clutters from the terrain [2]–[4].

In order to accurately detect a low-altitude micro-UAV, the clutter statistics have to be considered. Experimental studies of radar clutters have long established that these clutters are non-Rayleigh, non-stationary and at best can be described by distributions such as Weibull, Pareto, and K-distributions [5]. These non-Rayleigh clutter/noise model will require the development of an adaptive threshold detector for target detection and examples of such detectors are the constant false alarm rate (CFAR) detector, generalized likelihood ratio test-linear quadratic (GLRT-LQ) detector and the Bayesian optimum radar detector (BORD). The latter is optimal when the clutter is modeled using a spherically invariant random process (SIRP) model.

While several researchers have recently investigated the problem of micro-UAV detection using mmWave radars [6], [7], to the best of our knowledge, none of these works have considered the effects of the non-Rayleigh clutter statistics of the terrain. In this paper, we develop a cell-averaging CFAR (CA-CFAR) processor for automatic detection of a micro-UAV in rocky terrain. The land terrain clutter is modeled using the Weibull distribution.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II briefly describes the system; Section III describes the automatic detection system, clutter model, and UAV micro-Doppler signature; Section IV provides numerical results and some concluding remarks.

II. SYSTEM MODEL FOR UAV DETECTION

The problem of UAV detection considered herein is illustrated in Fig. 1. The target is a low altitude micro-UAV, flying within the line of sight of the mmWave radar which sits a few meters above the earth. The radar receives a direct ray from the transmitter and indirect rays backscattered from the ground (clutter) at grazing angle, \( \psi \). The clutter power represent an interference that degrades the target detection and this effect can be characterized by the signal-to-clutter ratio. Theoretically, the maximum detectable range of the radar is given by the equation:

\[
R = \sqrt{\frac{P_t G^2 \lambda \sigma}{P_r (4\pi)^3 L}},
\]

where \( R \) is the range to the target, \( P_t \) and \( P_r \) are radar transmit and receive power respectively, \( G \) is antenna gain, \( \lambda \) is wavelength, \( \sigma \) is radar cross section of target, and \( L \) is the total loss (propagation and system losses). Alternatively, in terms of the signal-to-clutter-ratio (SCR) and the radar grazing angle \( \psi \), the detection range of a target in an area clutter is given in [8] as:

\[
R = \frac{L \cos(\psi) \sigma_t}{S_{\text{SCR}}(\frac{4}{L}) \theta c/2} \text{ for } \tan \psi < \frac{\phi R}{c \tau/2},
\]

where \( R \) is the detection range, \( L \) is the total system loss, \( \sigma_t \) is the target RCS, \( S_{\text{SCR}} \) is the SCR, \( \sigma_0 \) is the terrain backscatter (clutter) RCS per unit surface area \( (m^2/m^2) \), \( \theta \) is 3-dB beamwidth in azimuth, \( \phi \) is 3-dB beamwidth in elevation, \( \tau \) is the transmitted pulse duration, and \( c \) is the speed of light.
III. CONSTANT FALSE ALARM DETECTOR

A. Target Detection Problem Formulation

Considering the system model in Fig. 1, we are interested in the problem of detecting a complex signal $s$, backscattered from the UAV, in a set of $M$ radar measurements of complex vectors $y = y_1 + y_Q$, shown in Fig. 2. This signal is corrupted by an independent additive interference, corresponding to the ground clutter reflections, $c$, and white Gaussian thermal noise at the receiver. However, for low altitude target, it is reasonable to assume that the interference caused by the ground clutter is more significant than the Gaussian noise, leaving the ground clutter as the overwhelming interference corrupting the received signal. For this model, the target detection problem is presented as a hypothesis test as:

$$H_0 : y = c, \quad H_1 : y = s + c.$$  \hspace{1cm} (3)

Moreover, to discriminate the UAV from other potential aerial targets such as birds and aircrafts, we need to extract the unique micro-Doppler signature of its propellers. Furthermore, the trajectory of the UAV could also help us discriminate it from other aerial objects.

B. Weibull Clutter

Extensive experimental studies have shown that the amplitude (or power) of ground clutters illuminated at low-grazing angles by mmWave surfaces-sited radars can be accurately modeled by the Weibull distribution [5], which is characterized by two parameters: shape parameter ($k$) and scale parameter ($b$). In fact, the Weibull distribution is very flexible and can be fitted to different clutter types by changing its shape parameter. The cumulative distribution function (CDF), the probability distribution function (PDF), and mean power (second moment) of the Weibull distribution are respectively given as follows:

$$F(z) = 1 - \exp \left[ - \left( \frac{z}{b} \right)^k \right], \quad (4)$$

$$f(z) = \frac{1}{b} k \left( \frac{z}{b} \right)^{k-1} \exp \left[ - \left( \frac{z}{b} \right)^k \right], \quad (5)$$

$$P = b \Gamma \left( 1 + \frac{2}{k} \right), \quad (6)$$

where $\Gamma(\cdot)$ denotes the Gamma function.

C. Constant False Alarm Detector (CFAR)

In order to adaptively detect the micro-UAV in the presence of significant ground clutters, the range-Doppler plot is created from the received I and Q data samples. Each pixel on the range-Doppler plot is called a range cell and represent the potential position of a point target (or scatterer). For a given pulse bandwidth $B$, the resolution or bin size of each range cell is $\Delta_{\text{res}} \approx \frac{B}{f_a}$. Therefore, a target is detected at a cell position if the target power is greater than the surrounding clutter power.

In the cell averaging CFAR (CA-CFAR), the adaptive threshold for the detection of a target in any given cell under test (CUT) is set by estimating the local mean clutter power of the neighboring cells (or pixels) by using a sliding window estimator. In each instance, a single CUT is centered in the sliding window with equal number of leading and lagging neighboring cells. The detection threshold for the CUT is given as $T = \alpha \hat{P}$, where $\hat{P}$ is the estimated local mean clutter power and $\alpha$ is the threshold multiplying factor. In conventional CA-CFAR, $\alpha$ is defined in terms of the desired $P_{\text{fa}}$ as $\alpha = \frac{N}{P_{\text{fa}}^{1/N} - 1}$, where $N$ is the total number of neighboring cells [9]. Moreover, if the length of the sliding window is very small compared to the width of the Range-Doppler plot, it is reasonable to assume that the local clutter power around a given CUT is homogeneous.

This homogeneous local clutter power distribution can be represented by $N$ independent and identically distributed (iid) Weibull random variables with average power given by (6). Therefore, in order to estimate $\hat{P}$, we need to estimate the values of the scale parameter $b$ for a given value of $k$ using parametric techniques like the maximum likelihood (ML), maximum entropy, and the method of moments (MOM). In [10], the ML estimate of the scale parameter $b$ of a sample of $N$ independent and identically distributed Weibull random variables is given as:

$$\hat{b}_{\text{MLE}} = \frac{1}{N} \sum_{i=1}^{N} \left( \frac{z_i}{b} \right)^{T} \quad (7)$$

$$F(z) = 1 - \exp \left[ - \left( \frac{T}{\hat{b}_{\text{MLE}}} \right)^k \right] \quad \text{if } H_1, \quad \frac{H_1}{H_0} P_{\text{fa}}. \quad (8)$$

Once the scale parameter of the Weibull distribution is estimated, the local clutter power and detection threshold can be estimated adaptively from (6) and $\alpha \hat{P}$, respectively. Therefore, the decision about the pixel (i.e., the CUT) can be made with the CFAR detector by means of the hypothesis test in (8). The optimal adaptive threshold for
Fig. 3: Adaptive CFAR threshold on the heavy tailed Weibull clutter distribution.

Fig. 4: Experimental UAV detection on the range-Doppler map with $P_{fa} = 10^{-5}$ and $N = 20$. The experiment is carried out using a 25 GHz Ancortek radar.

a given $P_{fa}$ is computed from the CDF of the Weibull clutter distribution as shown in Fig. 3.

Fig. 4 shows the experimental result of the CFAR detection algorithm. The target is a low altitude micro-UAV (DJI Phantom4 Pro) flying in a rocky terrain. The clutter power is modeled using the Weibull distribution. The UAV is detected using a 25 GHz mmWave Ancortek radar with properties shown in Table I. For a given mmwave radar with transmit frequency ($f_o$), the range and Doppler frequency shift ($f_{Doppler}$) of the target UAV are obtained directly from the range-Doppler plot. The target velocity is estimated from the $f_{Doppler}$ using $v \approx \frac{f_{Doppler}}{2fc}$. From the range-Doppler plot, we see the range is about 9 meters and $f_{Doppler}$ is 200 Hz. The estimated velocity is 1.2 meters/seconds. In our experiment, the micro-UAV was moving slowly.

D. The UAV micro-Doppler Signature

Micro-UAVs have at least one pair of fast moving propellers which provide the required aerodynamic lift and spatial maneuverability for the UAV. The radar backscattered signal from these rotating propellers modulate the main Doppler frequency shift induced by the bulk translational motion of the UAV. These modulation are referred as the micro-Doppler signatures of the UAV. Micro-Doppler signatures can help discriminate UAVs from other airborne objects such as birds, kites and commercial aircrafts. According to [11], the micro-Doppler frequency shift induced by a rotating blade is described by: $f_{\mu D} = \frac{2f_{\Omega}}{c} [\dot{\omega}^2 \sin \Omega - \dot{\omega}^3 \cos \Omega + \dot{\omega}^2 (I + \dot{\omega}^2) \mathbf{R}_{init} \cdot \mathbf{n} ]$, where $f$ is the operational frequency of the radar, $\Omega$ is the scalar angular velocity of the rotating blade (propeller), $c$ is the speed of light, $\mathbf{r}_0$ is the initial position vector of the propeller, $\mathbf{I}$ is the identity matrix, $\mathbf{R}_{init}$ is the initial rotation matrix of the propeller defined by the Euler-Rodrigues rotation theorem, $\mathbf{\omega}$ is a skew symmetric matrix associated with the unit vector in the direction of the angular rotation velocity of the propeller, $\omega$, and $\mathbf{n}$ is the unit vector of the radar line-of-sight (LOS). Accordingly, the micro-Doppler frequency shift induced by the UAV propeller is a time varying function whose effect becomes more significant when a high frequency radar is used.

Fig. 5 shows the experimental micro-Doppler signature of the DJI Phantom 4 Pro quadcopter UAV using the 25 GHz Ancortek radar.

Fig. 6: Experimental measurement of the radar micro-Doppler signature of a walking man with swinging arms using the 25 GHz Ancortek radar.

Fig. 7: Simulated micro-Doppler signature of a rotating three-bladed toy helicopter [11].
of the DJI Phantom 4 Pro quadcopter UAV. The features of this UAV (metallic DC motor and rotating propeller blades) can be easily recognized. For comparison, the experimental micro-Doppler signature of a walking man and simulated micro-Doppler signature of a three bladed toy helicopters [11] are also generated in Fig. 6 and Fig. 7 respectively. Comparing these figures, it is obvious that the micro-UAV can easily be discriminated from the other objects by its unique micro-Doppler signature.

IV. NUMERICAL RESULTS AND CONCLUSION

Figs. 8-10 provide simulation results for the detection of low altitude micro-UAV using a 25 GHz mmWave radar. Fig. 8 shows that the maximum detectable range of the radar depends on the RCS of the micro-UAV (expressed in square meters (sm)) and the transmit power of the radar. In Fig. 9 and Fig. 10, we see the effect of the land clutter distribution on the detection performance of the CFAR algorithm. It is obvious from Fig. 9, that the Pd of the micro-UAV increases with S_{SCR}. Therefore, for a desired Pd, the Pd can be improved by increasing the S_{SCR}.

Fig. 10 shows that for a desired Pd, the optimal adaptive threshold, T, of the CFAR algorithm will depend on the properties of the land clutter distribution: the shape (k) and scale (b) parameters. This is because a radar land clutter distribution will have different values of k and b at different spatial regions. From (8) we can see that Pd \approx \exp[-(\frac{b}{k})^k]. If the original threshold T is set at 10 dB and b_{MLE} is estimated as 1.67. For a small change in the k value of the clutter distribution, say from 2.0 to 1.5, there will be more than 10^9 fold increment in Pd given that b_{MLE} stays almost the same. Therefore, the CFAR algorithm is required to adaptively change the threshold for different operational domain with different clutter distribution. In Fig. 10, we see how the CFAR detector will alter T for different clutter properties. In practice, the values of k and b for a given operational region is estimated from actual clutter data. The clutter data can be modeled with Weibull distribution to provide an improved target detection performance.

V. CONCLUSION

Our results show how the optimal detection performance of a low-grazing angle mmWave radar depends on the RCS of the target micro-UAV, radar properties, and the properties of the land clutter. In addition, we experimentally verified that the micro-Doppler signature of the target micro-UAV is unique. This information can be used to discriminate the target from other objects.
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